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FORMATION

Forms of vehicle 
jhat legal form of vehicle is typically used for private equity funds formed 
in your ?urisdictionD woes such a vehicle have a separate legal personality 
or eIistence under the la, of your ?urisdictionD Mn either caseH ,hat are the 
legal consequences for investors and the managerD

The main vehicles used for private equity funds in Austria are limited partnerships (LPs), 
typically with a corporation (limited liability company (LLC) or joint-stock company (JSC)) 
as the general partner. Each of the aforementioned types of entity has a separate legal 
personality, but partnerships are transparent for tax purposes.

Limited partnerships

Typically, investors become limited partners in an LP. The general partner is usually a limited 
liability company that receives a fee for assuming unlimited liability. In some structures, the 
general partner manages the partnership; in other structures, the partnership is managed by 
a separate management company, which is usually an LLC. As private equity funds in most 
cases fall under the Alternative Investment Manager Act (AIFMG), the entity managing the 
fund must be a legal person who is licensed or registered as an alternative investment fund 
manager (AIFM) under the AIFMG.

Corporations

Investors become shareholders in an LLC or a JSC. An LLC is managed by a managing 
director, a JSC by a managing board. JSCs (as opposed to LLCs) are required by law to also 
have a supervisory board. Managing directors, as well as members of the managing board, 
have to be natural persons. However, as with LPs, corporations can outsource management 
functions to a management company, which in most cases needs to be licensed or registered 
as an AIFM under the AIFMG.

In the past, sponsors also structured vehicles in the form of LLCs or JSCs as a medium-sized 
business Knancing company (MFG) under the Corporate Income Tax Act (1StG), as this 
gave rise to several tax beneKts. MFGs had to fulKl certain requirements, such as higher 
capitalisation, participation of public bodies and certain investment restrictions. As those 
tax beneKts no longer apply for vehicles founded after 2052, and ceased to apply in respect 
of participations held by existing MFGs (founded before 2052) by the end of 2058 (in special 
circumstances, by the end of 2057), the importance of the MFG has decreased signiKcantly. 
The tax beneKts for MFGs were reintroduced in 205€; however, only to a limited extent. In 
particular, the tax beneKts only apply for minority investments in early-stage enterprises.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Forming a private equity fund vehicle
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jhat is the process for forming a private equity fund vehicle in your 
?urisdictionD

All of the aforementioned private equity fund vehicles need to be incorporated in compliance 
with Austrian corporate law. This requires the adoption of the articles of association or 
the conclusion of a partnership agreement, the appointment of management and the 
submission by the founders of an application for registration of the vehicle with the 
Companies Register. Austrian law has minimum share capital requirements for LLCs 
(3D8,000 or 350,000 in the case of a privileged incorporation) and JSCs (3€0,000). There 
are generally no minimum capital requirements for newly incorporated partnerships. The 
incorporation process generally takes between two and four weeks.

Most private equity funds qualify as alternative investment funds (AIFs) under the AIFMG, 
which implemented /irective 2055V65VEU on alternative investment fund managers. An 
AIF is deKned as a collective investment undertaking that raises capital from a number of 
investors to invest it in accordance with a deKned investment policy for the beneKt of those 
investors and which does not use the capital for a direct operational purpose. In addition to 
the corporate law requirements, the formation of an AIF requires the prior approval of the 
Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA) if the fund is managed by a licensed AIFM, or the 
registration of the fund with the FMA if the fund is managed by a registered AIFM.

Regulation D48V205DVEU on European venture capital funds (as amended) (the Eu’ECA 
Regulation) was introduced to create a new pan-European designation for small AIFMs, 
the European ’enture Capital Fund (Eu’ECA). Austrian-based AIFMs may register an AIF 
as a Eu’ECA provided that they comply with the Eu’ECA Regulation and have supplied 
certain information with regard to themselves and the relevant AIF to the FMA. The main 
advantage the AIFM gains by doing so is the option to market the relevant AIF throughout 
the European Union under the Eu’ECA designation to certain categories of investors deKned 
in the Eu’ECA Regulation under an EU-wide passporting regime. Passporting allows a Krm 
authorised under an EU single market directive to market the designated fund to certain 
qualiKed investors in another EU member state, on the basis of its home-state authorisation.

Regulation €60V2058VEU on European long-term investment funds (the ELTIF Regulation) 
was introduced in November 2058 to channel capital raised through AIFs towards European 
long-term investments (ELTIFs) in the real economy. An Austrian-based AIFM that received 
approval to manage ELTIFs may register an EU-based AIF (or a compartment thereof) 
as an ELTIF provided they comply with the authorisation requirements set forth in the 
ELTIF Regulation and submit an application to the FMA. The main advantage of such 
registration is the option to market the relevant AIF throughout the European Union under an 
EU-wide passporting regime similar to the regime under the Eu’ECA Regulation. Additionally, 
the designation of an AIF as an ELTIF allows its marketing to high net-worth individuals 
throughout the European Union.

Both the Eu’ECA Regulation and the ELTIF Regulation are not compulsory; if an AIFM does 
not want to use the Eu’ECA or the ELTIF designation, then it does not have to comply with 
the Eu’ECA Regulation or, as the case may be, the ELTIF Regulation for a particular fund (or 
at all). If the AIFM chooses not to use the Eu’ECA or the ELTIF designation, national laws 
and EU regulations apply, such as national private place ment regimes.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024
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Requirements
Ms a private equity fund vehicle formed in your ?urisdiction required to 
maintain locally a custodian or administratorH a registered o(ceH booUs 
and recordsH or a corporate secretaryH and ho, is that requirement 
typically satisGedD

Austrian private equity fund vehicles have to be registered in the Companies Register and 
have to maintain a registered o‘ce in Austria. They are required by law to keep books and 
records. There is no requirement under Austrian law for a private equity fund vehicle to have 
a corporate secretary.

Most private equity funds fall under the AIFMG, which requires the AIFM to appoint a 
custodian for each AIF it manages. Either a bank or a securities services provider with its 
seat in the European Union can serve as the custodian. AIFs with the investment objective 
of acquiring control of non-listed companies can also utilise escrow agents (usually, public 
notaries or attorneys-at-law) as custodians.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Access to information
jhat access to information about a private equity fund formed in your 
?urisdiction is the public granted by la,D )o, is it accessedD Mf applicableH 
,hat are the consequences of failing to maUe such information availableD

As a private equity fund vehicle is typically registered with the Companies Register, certain 
information about the vehicle is a matter of public record. Besides general information 
available for all types of vehicles (eg, registered o‘ce and authorised signatories), the level 
of information varies depending on the legal form. For LPs and LLCs (but not JSCs), the 
names of the investors and their shares are published in the Companies Register (note 
that in relation to LPs only a Kxed liability amount (ie, the liability contribution) must be 
disclosed, which is usually entirely unrelated to the actual investment and can be as low 
as, eg, 35). LLCs and JSCs (but not LPs) also have to Kle their articles of association with 
the Companies Register, which can therefore be accessed by the public. As a consequence, 
vehicles structured as JSCs or LLCs typically have shareholder agreements (which need not 
be Kled and thus are not public) besides the articles of association, to avoid public access to 
sensitive topics. Also, the annual Knancial statements (with varying levels of detail depending 
on the company type and size) have to be Kled with, and can be inspected at, the Companies 
Register. Finally, each Austrian corporation or partnership is required to disclose its ultimate 
beneKcial owners (eg, individuals holding 28 per cent or more in the entity) to the BeneKcial 
Owners: Register, which can be publicly accessed (albeit with limited information disclosed).

In addition, if the vehicle qualiKes as an AIF, the AIFM is subject to the publication 
requirements of the AIFMG. The AIFMG requires the submission of reports by the AIFM to 
investors (primarily, an annual report) and regulators (primarily, an annual report and monthly 
list of the AIFs under management). The AIFMG also contains speciKc reporting obligations 
for (private equity) AIFs (ie, AIFs aimed at acquiring control over non-listed companies other 
than SMEs and real estate special purpose vehicles). For such AIFs, the manager has to 
report any transaction, pursuant to which the stake of the AIF in a target company reaches, 
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exceeds or falls below 50, 20, D0, 80 or €8 per cent, to the target company, any known 
shareholders of the target company and the FMA.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Limited liability for third-party investors
Mn ,hat circumstances ,ould the limited liability of third-party investors 
in a private equity fund formed in your ?urisdiction not be respected as a 
matter of local la,D

Investors in vehicles structured as LLCs and JSCs will only be liable for the portion of 
the share capital attributable to their respective shares (plus any additional predetermined 
contributions) as provided for in the articles of association). Austrian law does allow for the 
•corporate veil: to be pierced only under speciKc circumstances (eg, the actual management 
of the fund by an investor).

For LPs, the liability of the limited partners is limited by the •liability contribution:, as published 
in the Companies Register, which usually is a nominal amount and thus substantially lower 
than the contributed equity. Similar to a corporation, investors in LPs will be fully liable, 
however, if they actually manage the LP.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Fund manager’s kduciary duties
jhat are the Gduciary duties o,ed to a private equity fund formed in your 
?urisdiction and its third-party investors by that fund’s manager ‘or other 
similar control party or Gduciary– under the la,s of your ?urisdictionH and 
to ,hat eItent can those Gduciary duties be modiGed by agreement of the 
partiesD

Managers of Austrian private equity funds are typically general partners of an LP or fulKl their 
function based on management agreements with the fund vehicle. Thus, the scope of the 
managers: duties and the extent of their liability as regards the private equity fund are based 
on the provisions of the partnership agreement or, as the case may be, the management 
agreement.

As most private equity funds qualify as AIFs, the Kduciary duties as set forth in the AIFMG 
also apply, which require the manager, inter alia, to–

W act in the best interests of the AIF, the investors in such AIF and the integrity of the 
market;

W introduce appropriate procedures to deal with con'icts of interest;

W treat the investors in an AIF fairly; and

W use the required diligence in the performance of his or her duties.

Unless the private equity fund is an AIF, it is possible to limit the liability of the fund manager 
as regards the investors or, respectively, the fund vehicle by contractual provisions (eg, 
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excluding the liability for ordinary negligence). However, such contractual provision would 
still be subject to judicial review.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Gross negligence
woes your ?urisdiction recognise a 2gross negligence’ ‘as opposed to 
2ordinary negligence’– standard of liability applicable to the management 
of a private equity fundD

Austrian law differentiates between gross negligence and ordinary negligence. It is principally 
possible to exclude the liability of the manager for ordinary negligence in the partnership 
agreement (if the fund vehicle is an LP) or the services agreement (if the manager acts on 
the basis of a services agreement), unless the fund is an AIF.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Other special issues or requirements
Are there any other special issues or requirements particular to private 
equity fund vehicles formed in your ?urisdictionD Ms conversion or 
redomiciling to vehicles in your ?urisdiction permittedD Mf soH in converting 
or redomiciling limited partnerships formed in other ?urisdictions into 
limited partnerships in your ?urisdictionH ,hat are the most material terms 
that typically must be modiGedD

There are various restrictions or issues of that type depending on the legal form of the 
vehicle and on whether it was set up as an AIF. By way of example, an Austrian AIF 9 
unless qualiKed as a Eu’ECA or ELTIF 9 is only open to qualiKed investors. For Austrian fund 
vehicles, the articles of association or partnership agreement can contain restrictions on the 
transferability of shares or partnership interests or the expulsion of shareholders or limited 
partners. Also, the partnership agreement typically provides for a set procedure to remove 
the general partner.

Limited partnerships formed in other jurisdictions can, in principle, be converted into Austrian 
limited partnerships. Foreign private equity funds incorporated as corporations within the 
European Union can be transferred to Austria through either a cross-border merger or a 
migration. [hile the prior statements related to relocating the vehicles as such, sometimes 
only the place of effective management is transferred to Austria.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Fund sponsor banBruptcy or change of control
jith respect to institutional sponsors of private equity funds organised 
in your ?urisdictionH ,hat are some of the primary legal and regulatory 
consequences and other Uey issues for the private equity fund and 
its general partner and investment adviser arising out of a banUruptcyH 
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insolvencyH change of controlH restructuring or similar transaction of the 
private equity fund’s sponsorD

Austrian law does not require private equity funds to have an institutional sponsor. Provided 
that an institutional sponsor does not fulKl any function related to the operation of the private 
equity funds (eg, custodian for an AIF), the bankruptcy of, or change of control in, the sponsor 
does not have any legal or regulatory consequences for the private equity fund. Any Austrian 
private equity fund associated with a certain institutional sponsor (which can be observed 
frequently) would face a reputational impact if such sponsor had to Kle for bankruptcy.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

REGULATION, LICENSING AND REGISTRATION 

Principal regulatory bodies
jhat are the principal regulatory bodies that ,ould have authority over a 
private equity fund and its manager in your ?urisdictionH and ,hat are the 
regulators’ audit and inspection rights and managers’ regulatory reporting 
requirements to investors or regulatorsD

Private equity funds established as alternative investment funds (AIFs) and their managers 
are subject to ongoing supervision by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA). The 
FMA has a wide range of inspection and audit rights both with respect to the alternative 
investment fund manager (AIFM) and the respective AIF.

Private equity funds that are not AIFs are not subject to designated ongoing regulatory 
supervision (except by the competent tax o‘ce). For such private equity funds, investors 
only beneKt from the information rights set forth in the articles of association or partnership 
agreement of the fund vehicle and the reporting obligations under accounting and corporate 
law (mainly, the disclosure of the annual Knancial statements).

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Governmental requirements
jhat are the governmental approvalH licensing or registration 
requirements applicable to a private equity fund in your ?urisdictionD woes 
it maUe a difference ,hether there are signiGcant investment activities in 
your ?urisdictionD

Private equity funds established as AIFs and managed by a registered AIFM need to be 
registered with the FMA. Private equity funds established as AIFs and managed by a licensed 
AIFM need to be approved by the FMA. Special registration requirements apply to AIFs 
designated as European ’enture Capital Funds or European long-term investment funds.

Private equity funds not established as AIFs require no special registration, except for 
the registration with the Companies Register upon incorporation. Additionally, the ultimate 
beneKcial owners (if any) have to be notiKed to the BeneKcial Owners] Register.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024
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Registration of investment adviser
Ms a private equity fund’s managerH or any of its o(cersH directors or control 
personsH required to register as an investment adviser in your ?urisdictionD

Private equity funds established as AIFs need to be managed by an AIFM. Austrian law 
distinguishes between AIFMs, which require licensing by the FMA, and AIFMs, which only 
have to register with the FMA. Licensed AIFMs do not need any additional licences for their 
management activities for the fund. Registered AIFMs may require a trade permit for asset 
managers. Special registration requirements apply for managers of European long-term 
investment funds (ELTIFs).

/ifferent licensing requirements apply for the promotion of interests in the funds.

Investment advisers typically require a MiFI/ (Markets in Financial Instruments /irective) 
licence, unless they are solely providing •corporate Knance advice: as further deKned in the 
(still applicable) Committee of European Securities Regulators guidelines, in which case they 
would still require a trade licence, if they are providing those services in Austria.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Fund manager requirements
Are there any speciGc qualiGcations or other requirements imposed on a 
private equity fund’s managerH or any of its o(cersH directors or control 
personsH in your ?urisdictionD

Austria-based AIFMs generally require a licence from the FMA. There is a de minimis 
exception for managers of small AIFs with assets of less than 3500 million (where leverage 
is used) or less than 3800 million (where no leverage is used). Managers of such small AIFs 
are only subject to a few regulations of the Alternative Investment Manager Act. They do not 
require a licence and only need to register with the FMA.

A licensed AIFM needs to have a minimum capital of 3528,000 if it is an external manager 
of AIFs. If the AIFM is the internal manager of an AIF, the minimum capital requirement is 
3D00,000.

In addition, the AIFM needs to have su‘cient equity to cover 28 per cent of its annual running 
costs.

Increased equity requirements apply for licensed AIFMs if the assets under management 
exceed 3280 million. In any case, the minimum capital is capped at 350 million.

The persons tasked with the management of the AIFM need to be su‘ciently experienced 
and have to pass a Kt-and-proper test by the FMA, if so requested. At least two persons must 
be appointed by the AIFM as its managers.

In the application, the AIFM needs to provide information on share holders holding qualiKed 
participations in the AIFM (eg, shareholdings exceeding 50 per cent), on any closely related 
entities (ie, a third party that holds a stake of more than 20 per cent of the AIFM or that 
controls the AIFM, or is controlled by the AIFM or in which the AIFM holds a stake of 
more than 20 per cent), its business plan, its remuneration policy, its investment strategies, 
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a description of any competencies delegated to third parties and information on the 
contractual basis pursuant to which it manages its AIFs.

The decision of the FMA regarding the licensing of an AIFM has to be passed within three 
months upon submission of the required documentation. If the AIFM intends to register an 
AIF as an ELTIF, he or she must apply to the FMA for prior approval.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Political contributions
wescribe any rules 0 or policies of public pension plans or other 
governmental entities 0 in your ?urisdiction that restrictH or require 
disclosure ofH political contributions by a private equity fund’s manager 
or investment adviser or their employees@

No such rules apply to managers or investment advisers (or their respective employees) in 
Austria. However, political parties are required to report any donation exceeding 380,000 to 
the Court of Audit, which will publish this information on its website. Additionally, Austrian 
political parties are barred from accepting donations over 32,800 from foreign entities or 
nationals. Anti-bribery laws apply as well.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Use of intermediaries and lobbyist registration
wescribe any rules 0 or policies of public pension plans or other 
governmental entities 0 in your ?urisdiction that restrictH or require 
disclosure by a private equity fund’s manager or investment adviser ofH 
the engagement of placement agentsH lobbyists or other intermediaries in 
the marUeting of the fund to public pension plans and other governmental 
entities@ wescribe any rules that require a fund’s investment adviser or its 
employees and agents to register as lobbyists in the marUeting of the fund 
to public pension plans and governmental entities@

Austria introduced special legislation concerning the registration of lobbyists in 2052, which 
also requires companies utilising the services of lobbyists to register in a publicly accessible 
register maintained by the Federal Ministry of Justice. However, this legislation does not 
cover activities such as the marketing of a private equity fund.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

KanB participation
wescribe any Uey legal or regulatory developments ‘including those 
emerging from the 8  global Gnancial crisis– that speciGcally affect 
banUs ,ith respect to investing in or sponsoring private equity funds@

There are no such rules in Austria.
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Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

TAXATION

Tax obligations
jould a private equity fund vehicle formed in your ?urisdiction be sub?ect 
to taIation there ,ith respect to its income or gainsD jould the fund 
be required to ,ithhold taIes ,ith respect to distributions to investorsD 
wescribe ,hat conditionsH if anyH apply to a private equity fund to qualify 
for applicable taI eIemptions@

For the purposes of this question, it is assumed that the fund vehicle is structured as 
a partnership, rather than as a corporation. Austrian partnerships are typically viewed as 
transparent for tax purposes, provided that the following is true–

W the partnership:s sole activity qualiKes as asset management for tax purposes; and

W it is not deemed to conduct a business or commercial operation.

Any income derived by the partnership is instead allocated to its investors and taxed at their 
level in accordance with the rules of the tax regime applicable to the respective investor.

/omestic individual investors are taxed as follows–

W capital gains are subject to a preferred tax rate of 2€.8 per cent; and

W dividends are subject to withholding tax at a rate of 2€.8 per cent.

/omestic corporate investors are taxed as follows–

W capital gains are taxed at a rate of 28 per cent if they relate to an Austrian-resident 
portfolio company and may be tax-exempt if they relate to a foreign-resident portfolio 
company in which a minimum shareholding of 50 per cent is (indirectly) held for an 
uninterrupted period of at least one year (section 50 of the Corporate Income Tax Act 
(1StG)); and

W dividends are tax-exempt if they are related to an Austrian-resident portfolio company 
or an EU-resident portfolio company and may be tax-exempt if they relate to another 
foreign portfolio company (section 50 of the 1StG).

Foreign individual investors are taxed as follows–

W Capital gains are only taxable (at a rate of 2€.8 per cent as of 5 January 2056) if 
the percentage of the investor:s (weighted) shareholding in the Austrian portfolio 
company (through the partnership) has been at least 5 per cent during the previous 
Kve years. /ouble tax treaties usually restrict Austria:s right to tax such capital 
gains (article 5D, paragraph 8 of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
/evelopment:s Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital (MTC)).

W /ividends are subject to withholding tax at a rate of 2€.8 per cent as of 5 January 
2056 (subject to reduction under applicable double tax treaties).
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Foreign corporate investors are taxed as follows–

W Capital gains are only taxable (at a rate of 28 per cent) if the percentage of the 
investor:s (weighted) shareholding in the Austrian portfolio company (through the 
partnership) has been at least 5 per cent during the previous Kve years. /ouble tax 
treaties usually restrict Austria:s right to tax such capital gains (article 5D, paragraph 
8 of the MTC).

W /ividends are subject to withholding tax at a rate of 28 per cent in the case where the 
exemption for foreign investors who are corporations resident in an EU member state 
is not applicable (but will usually be subject to reduction under applicable double tax 
treaties).

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Local taxation of non-resident investors
jould non-resident investors in a private equity fund be sub?ect to 
taIation or return-Gling requirements in your ?urisdictionD

If the fund is structured as a limited partnership not deemed to conduct a business, 
non-resident investors are generally not required to Kle tax returns in Austria, subject to the 
following rules. If a capital gain is subject to taxation in Austria, the investor will be obliged 
to Kle a tax return, whereas in the case of dividends no reporting obligation is triggered. A 
refund, an exemption or a reduction concerning with holding taxes will also require Klings 
with the tax authorities. Special forms provided by the Austrian tax authorities are used for 
the proof of residence outside Austria (and further substance requirements), which have to 
be submitted along with the Kling with the tax authorities.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Local tax authority ruling
Ms it necessary or desirable to obtain a ruling from local taI authorities 
,ith respect to the taI treatment of a private equity fund vehicle formed 
in your ?urisdictionD Are there any special taI rules relating to investors 
that are residents of your ?urisdictionD

[hile it is certainly desirable to obtain a ruling from the Austrian tax authorities with respect 
to the tax treatment of the fund vehicle, the tax authorities are, however, rather reluctant to 
grant such tax rulings. Such rulings are generally not binding, unless governed by the ruling 
regime (which covers reorganisation, tax groups and transfer pricing, aspects of international 
law (beginning 5 January 205 ), value added tax (’AT) law (beginning 5 January 2020) 
and a potential application of the abuse of law provisions (beginning 5 January 205 )). The 
taxpayer may, however, be protected by the principle of equity and good faith. Based thereon, 
an assessed tax shall be waived if the party has made dispositions or trans actions in reliance 
on the tax ruling and the following is true–

W the ruling has been rendered by the competent tax authority;
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W the ruling is not evidently incorrect; and

W the incorrectness of the ruling was not easily noticeable for the party.

There are no special tax rules relating to investors that are tax residents in Austria.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Organisational taxes
Cust any signiGcant organisational taIes be paid ,ith respect to private 
equity funds organised in your ?urisdictionD

Since 5 January 2056, no tax is levied on equity contributions. Another area to consider is 
stamp duties, in particular in relation to guarantees that the formation documentation may 
entail. In this context, surety agreements (including any form of assumption of a debt as 
joint debtor) are subject to stamp duty of 5 per cent of the secured amount provided that 
the surety is of an accessory nature, which means that the guarantor may avail itself not 
only of all defences that it person ally has against the creditor, but also of all defences that 
the debtors of the secured debt have against the creditors. If the guarantee, however, is of 
an abstract nature, which means that the guarantor has to pay upon Krst demand and has 
recourse only to those defences that arise from the guarantee itself, then such transaction 
is not subject to stamp duty. Therefore, guarantee wordings explicitly stating that a speciKc 
guarantee is meant to be abstract are commonly used.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Special tax considerations
wescribe brie y ,hat special taI considerationsH if anyH apply ,ith respect 
to a private equity fund’s sponsor@

•Carried interest:, which is deKned as a compensation of a partner of an asset management 
partnership received because of outstanding contributions to a successful management 
of the investments, is included in the investment income according to the /epartment of 
International Taxation of the Austrian Ministry of Finance (EAS D270 as of 54 May 2052; EAS 
26 7 as of 6 February 2006 and BMF 58 /ecember 2007 BMF 050225VDD64-I’V4V2007 ). 
Income qualifying as investment income received by an individual who is subject to unlimited 
taxation in Austria is taxable at the special tax rate of 2€.8 per cent (as of 5 January 2056). 
/espite this administrative guideline, a case-by-case analysis is recommended, as the line 
between (self-) employed income and invest ment income is a rather unclear one.

The management fees received by a partner of an asset management partnership are not 
subject to ’AT. According to the Austrian tax authorities, the general partner of a partnership 
is not an entrepreneur; his or her services are supplied in the exercise of a corporate function 
and not as a result of an exchange of services. If the fund vehicle is a corporation, however, 
the fees of a managing shareholder will usually be subject to ’AT, unless the manager is 
employed by the corporation.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024
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Tax treaties
List any relevant taI treaties to ,hich your ?urisdiction is a party and ho, 
such treaties apply to the fund vehicle@

Austria has entered into 0 tax treaties (as of 5 January 202D). According to the established 
practice of the Austrian tax authorities, a fund vehicle structured as a tax-transparent 
partnership is generally not entitled to treaty beneKts. Rather, the investors themselves may 
rely on the tax treaty directly. If the fund vehicle is structured as a corporation, tax treaties 
will generally apply to the corporate fund vehicle itself.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Other signikcant tax issues
Are there any other signiGcant taI issues relating to private equity funds 
organised in your ?urisdictionD

There are no other signiKcant tax issues relating to private equity funds. However, there is a 
special tax regime for investment funds in Austria. A private equity fund should normally not 
be subject to this regime.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

SELLING RESTRICTIONS AND INVESTORS GENERALLY

Legal and regulatory restrictions
wescribe the principal legal and regulatory restrictions on offers and sales 
of interests in private equity funds formed in your ?urisdictionH including 
the type of investors to ,hom such funds ‘or private equity funds formed 
in other ?urisdictions– may be offered ,ithout registration under applicable 
securities la,s in your ?urisdiction@

Offers and sales of interests in private equity funds formed in Austria are subject to the 
following selling restrictions, which depend on the category of the private equity fund–

W alternative investment funds (AIFs) managed by a licensed alternative investment 
fund manager (AIFM)–

W interests in the fund may only be offered or sold after the AIF is approved by 
the Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA); and

Winterests in the fund may be offered or sold to private investors, if the 
prerequisites of sections 47 and 4  of the Alternative Investment Manager Act 
(AIFMG) are met, except if the fund is registered as follows–

W as a European ’enture Capital Fund (Eu’ECA)– in this case, it may 
be offered to private investors subject to certain restrictions (in 
particular, a minimum investment commitment of 3500,000 and a 
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written acknowledgement of the risks associated with the investment 
by the private investor); or

W as a European long-term investment fund (ELTIF)– in this case, it 
may be offered to private investors subject to certain restrictions 
(in particular, an offer is only possible to private investors having 
an investment portfolio of at least 3500,000 after such investor has 
received appropriate investment advice);

W AIFs managed by a registered AIFM–

W interests in the fund may only be offered after the AIF is noti Ked to the FMA; 
and

W interests in the fund may not be offered or sold to private investors, except 
if the fund is registered as a Eu’ECA; in this case, it may be offered to 
private investors subject to certain restrictions (in particular, a minimum 
investment commitment of 3500,000 and a written acknowledgement of the 
risks associ ated with the investment by the private investor); and

W private equity funds outside of the AIFMG–

W any public offer of interests in private equity funds outside of the AIFMG 
requires the publication or approval of a prospectus by the FMA, or both, unless 
a private placement exemption applies;

W the private placement exemption applies, in particular, for the following–

W offers to qualiKed investors only;

W offers with a minimum investment amount of 3500,000; and

W offers to less than 580 investors; and

W even if the private placement exemption applies, the intended offer has to be 
notiKed to the issue register, maintained by the Austrian Control Bank.

Since the implementation of the Cross Border /istribution of Funds package in Austria on 
55 /ecember 2025, additional requirements regarding pre-marketing measures also apply.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Types of investor
wescribe any restrictions on the types of investors that may participate in 
private equity funds formed in your ?urisdiction ‘other than those imposed 
by applicable securities la,s described above–@

There are no additional restrictions on the types of investors that may participate in private 
equity funds.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024
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Identity of investors
woes your ?urisdiction require any ongoing Glings ,ithH or notiGcations 
toH regulators regarding the identity of investors in private equity funds 
‘including by virtue of transfers of fund interests– or regarding the change 
in the composition of o,nershipH management or control of the fund or 
the managerD

For fund vehicles established as limited partnerships or limited liability companies, any 
change in the shareholders has to be notiKed to the Companies Register. No such 
requirement exists with respect to joint-stock companies, provided that there is more than 
one shareholder. Should this change result in a change of one or more ultimate beneKcial 
owners, such change has to be notiKed to the BeneKcial Owners: Register; this applies for all 
types of fund vehicles.

Licensed AIFMs are required to report any changes to their legal status of the time when their 
licence was granted, in particular any changes in the management or any change in qualiKed 
owners (eg, owners holding more than 50 per cent of the capital or voting rights in the AIFM).

Otherwise, there are no special requirements only applicable to private equity funds as 
regards the notiKcation of the identity of inves tors or the composition of ownership.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Licences and registrations
woes your ?urisdiction require that the person offering interests in a private 
equity fund have any licences or registrationsD

There are licence requirements for persons offering interests in an Austrian private equity 
fund. The actual licence required depends on the legal category of the private equity 
fund. /ifferent licences are required depending on whether the private equity fund is an 
open-ended AIF, a closed-ended AIF or a non-AIF private equity fund.

Open-ended AIFs can be offered by banks, securities Krms or securities services Krms.

Closed-ended AIFs (as well as non-AIF private equity funds) can be offered by banks, 
securities Krms or persons or entities with a trade permit for asset managers.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Money laundering
wescribe any money laundering rules or other regulations applicable in 
your ?urisdiction requiring due diligenceH record Ueeping or disclosure of 
the identities of ‘or other related information about– the investors in a 
private equity fund or the individual members of the sponsor@

The provisions of the Financial Market Anti-Money Laundering Act, recently amended 
to implement the provisions of the Kfth EU Anti-Money Laundering /irective, also apply 
to AIFMs. Consequently, AIFMs have to comply with enhanced customer due diligence 
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requirements (on a risk-based approach) to identify the investors (and their beneKcial 
owners) in the fund.

For managers of private equity funds that are not AIFs, no speciKc money laundering rules 
exist, unless the managers themselves are registered as, for example, securities services 
providers, in which case they also are subject to the Financial Market Anti-Money Laundering 
Act.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

EXCHANGE LISTING

Listing
Are private equity funds able to list on a securities eIchange in your 
?urisdiction andH if soH is this customaryD jhat are the principal initial 
and ongoing requirements for listingD jhat are the advantages and 
disadvantages of a listingD

Only shares of a joint-stock company (JSC) (but not equity interests in a limited liability 
company and limited partnership) can be listed on a regulated market of the ’ienna Stock 
Exchange. In our experience, it is not customary to list private equity funds in Austria.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Restriction on transfers of interest
To ,hat eItent can a listed fund restrict transfers of its interestsD

A listing of a private equity fund is not common in Austria. Transfer restrictions of shares 
of a listed JSC fund vehicle are also uncommon, except for typical lock-up obligations in 
connection with rights offerings.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

PARTICIPATION IN PRIVATE EQUITY TRANSACTIONS

Legal and regulatory restrictions
Are funds formed in your ?urisdiction sub?ect to any legal or regulatory 
restrictions that affect their participation in private equity transactions or 
other,ise affect the structuring of private equity transactions completed 
inside or outside your ?urisdictionD

Restrictions primarily apply to private equity funds established as medium-sized business 
Knancing companies. Also, private-equity funds established as an alternative investment 
fund (AIF) will typically be subject to the post-investment restrictions of section 27 of the 
Alternative Investment Manager Act for a period of 24 months following the acquisition of 
control of a (listed or unlisted) target. Also, certain investment restrictions apply to AIFs 
designated as European long-term investment funds.
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There are no other restrictions speciKc to private equity funds.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

Compensation and prokt-sharing
wescribe any legal or regulatory issues that ,ould affect the structuring 
of the sponsor’s compensation and proGt-sharing arrangements ,ith 
respect to the fund andH speciGcallyH anything that could affect the 
sponsor’s ability to taUe management feesH transaction fees and a carried 
interest ‘or other form of proGt share– from the fund@

If the sponsor has an equity interest in the fund, any compensation or proKt-sharing 
arrangement would have to be on an arm:s-length basis. Otherwise, such compensation or 
proKt-sharing arrangement would be deemed to violate the prohibition of the return of equity, 
and is at risk of being declared null and void.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024

UPDATE AND TRENDS

ey developments of the past year
jhat are the most signiGcant recent trends and developments relating to 
private equity funds in your ?urisdictionD jhat impact do you eIpect such 
trends and developments ,ill have on global private equity fundraising 
and on private equity funds generallyD

Even though the corporate tax rate was reduced from 28 to 24 per cent in 202D, and will be 
reduced to 2D per cent in 2024 alleviated funds, fundraising by Austria-based private equity 
remains low by European standards for a number of reasons, such as the ongoing in'ation 
and a more cautious approach by investors due to overall uncertainties about the general 
economic climate.
In July 202D, the Austrian government enacted the ’enture Capital Fund Act, with the aim of 
establishing SICA’-like Austrian venture capital funds ([1Fs). A [1F is set up in the form 
of a stock corporation, but is considered an alternative investment fund (AIF) for regulatory 
purposes. This means that it will need to be managed by a licensed or registered external 
AIF manager. A [1F will be able to form sub-funds, which will be considered separate for 
corporate and insolvency purposes. Interests in a [1F (which can only be in the form of 
shares) cannot be marketed to retail investors. [hile [1Fs are under the same leverage 
restrictions as ]normal] AIFs, they have a wider range of permitted investments, including all 
forms of participations in companies and partnerships. From a tax perspective, a [1F is a 
transparent investment fund. It remains to be seen whether this new initiative will lead to a 
rise in fundraising.

Law stated - 13 Februar 2024
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